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ABSTRACT
Complex networks and reputation systems are fundamental mechanisms to sustain cooperation in populations of self-regarding agents.
These mechanisms are typically studied in isolation. In online social
platforms, however, behavioral dynamics are likely to result from
their combination. Here we investigate the relationship between
social networks and reputation-based cooperation (in a Prisoner’s
Dilemma setting) in large populations. We develop a new evolutionary game-theoretical model and study dynamics in networks
with varying degrees of community structure. We show that networks exhibiting modular structures hamper global cooperation:
reputation-based group identities emerge in different communities
and strategies that uniquely cooperate with in-group members fixate, sustaining polarization and group bias. Global cooperation is
recovered provided that inter-community edges are added.
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INTRODUCTION

A significant fraction of social interactions occur, nowadays, in
online platforms, along the edges of social networks and often mediated by reputation systems [11]. Networks [6, 12] and reputations
[5] are fundamental mechanisms for cooperation [10]. When information about individuals’ past behaviors (reputation) is available,
cooperation can be sustained through indirect reciprocity [5]. In
this context, reputations are attributed based on social norms that
work as rules defining which actions — and against whom — lead
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to positive/negative reputations [7, 14]. The behavioral dynamics
resulting from combining networks and indirect reciprocity are
not trivial and remain scarcely explored — for some exceptions see
[2, 4, 9]. Here, we analyze the impact of social network topology
and indirect reciprocity on cooperation and polarization.
We generate graphs that span different classes of community
structure, from topologies with well-defined modules to ones with
loosely defined communities. Over such networks, we simulate evolutionary game dynamics of cooperation and indirect reciprocity.
We show that, when communities are well-defined and reputations are attributed following one of the leading social norms in
promoting cooperation — called stern-judging [8] — polarization
and group bias emerge: cooperation thrives within communities,
though not across communities. This situation is resolved if connections between individuals belonging to different communities are
established. When other social norms are considered (e.g., imagescore or simple-standing) cooperation is poorer inside communities,
compared to stern-judging, although they require smaller numbers
of inter-community links to recover high levels of cooperation.

2

MODEL

We consider a population with Z individuals. Each one is initially
attributed (randomly) a reputation in the eyes of others — Good
(G) or Bad (B) — and a strategy. This leads to the following four
possible strategies: unconditional Defection (AllD), unconditional
Cooperation (AllC), Discriminator strategy (Disc), that is, cooperate with those with good reputation, and defect otherwise), and
paradoxical Discriminator strategy (pDisc, the opposite of Disc).
These strategies define the actions in a Donation Game, where a
Donor and a Recipient interact. When Donors cooperate (C) they
will pay a cost c and the Recipients receive a benefit b. If Donors
defect (D), both individuals get 0. As we assume that b > c > 0,
when two individuals play a Donation Game both in the role of
Donor and Recipient, we obtain the famous Prisoner’s Dilemma.
Individuals interact in a graph G = (N , E). Each individual i
corresponds to a node ni ∈ N . If an edge ei j ∈ E exists, i may play,
imitate, or share reputations with j. We follow a procedure closely
related to the generation of Caveman Graphs [23] and the GirvanNewman benchmark [3]. We generate n homogeneous random

Figure 1: a) Global cooperation, ηG ; for low q stern-judging leads to group bias (high η L and low ηG ). As q increases, global
cooperation is recovered. b) Local over global cooperation ratio under stern-judging, for different combinations of community
count (n = {8, 10}) and network degree (k = {4, 6, 8}). c) Example of networks generated with a different q and illustration of
evolving strategies, where structural polarization [20] is visible for low q = 1. Z = 1000, b = 5, c = 1, µ = 0.001, n = 8, k = 6.
networks (what we call modules) with an average degree k. For
each pair of modules, we then swap the endpoints of q randomly
chosen (distinct) pairs of edges, one in each module, forcing the
creation of inter-community edges and keeping degree distribution.
This way, q and k control the relative fraction of inter (over intra)community links. Higher q and lower k imply that communities
are more loosely defined.
At each time-step, a random individual is selected to revise her
strategy by imitating a neighbor [19]. Strategy revision depends
on payoff accumulated in Donation Games; neighbors performing
better have higher probabilities of being imitated. With probability
µ (mutation/exploration) a random strategy is adopted [13].
The reputation of a Donor is updated based on 1) her action, 2)
the reputation of the Recipient and 3) the social norms employed
by her neighbors. We consider that a social norm stands as a rule
that dictates the expected behavior of agents that act as donors,
defining how to attribute a new reputation (Good, G or Bad, B),
given their action (Cooperate, C or Defect, D) and the reputation
of the recipient (G or B) [14]. Social norms encoding this type of
information are classified as second-order norms [7, 16]. Four social
norms have been given special attention: Stern-judging, which
assigns a reputation G to a donor that helps a G recipient or refuses
help to a B one; Simple-Standing (SS), that only assigns a reputation
B to a Donor that defects with a G Recipient; Shunning (SH), similar
to SJ but less “benevolent”, by also assigning B to any donor that
defects; and Image Score (IS) where all that matters is the action of
the Donor, who acquires a reputation G if playing C and a reputation
B if playing D. After each interaction between a Donor i and a
Recipient j, we select a randomly neighbor of i to be the Observer
(o). The Observer judges i following i’s action and the opinion that
o has over j. This information spreads to the neighbors of o (e.g.,
gossip) that will update their view of i according to the reputation
shared by o. We consider execution, assessment and assignment
errors (all with probability 0.01) as described in [15].
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RESULTS

We observe that, despite supporting a high fraction of cooperative
acts, stern-judging leads to socially polarized situations where cooperation is only high in local communities. To measure this, we

compute a global index of cooperation (ηG , 0 ≤ ηG ≤ 1). For a given
individual i, we use Yi as the number of individuals in the whole population that would cooperate with i and Ni (Ni = Z − 1 − Yi ) as the
ÍZ −1 Yi
number of defectors against i. We define ηG = (Z − 1)−1 i=1
Z −1 .
η L , local cooperation, is the fraction of cooperative actions along
edges. By comparing η L and ηG , we can quantify the level of group
bias in the population: High η L and low ηG means that cooperation
tends to be only local. Figure 1 shows that, for low values of q,
stern-judging leads to high η L and low ηG .
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CONCLUSION

Here we show that reputation dynamics on top of particular social
networks can be detrimental for global cooperation by inducing
social polarization. Using synthetic networks, we show that graphs
revealing well-defined communities are a suitable environment for
individuals to adopt antagonistic strategies and develop group bias.
Under stern-judging, individuals end up condemning cooperative
acts with the out-group (i.e., outside their close community). The
way strategies evolve to condition cooperation based on G and
B results from a convention [17, 18, 21, 22]. The model that we
present can be extended to accommodate more complex mechanisms and dynamics. It would be interesting to study multiple norms
co-existing in the population, particularly in different communities. This suggests the implementation of multi-level evolutionary
dynamic models [1, 8, 24], where norms and strategies co-evolve.
All in all, we hope that this model may broaden our knowledge on
the effective design of multiagent systems where global cooperation
emerges, and of link-rewiring algorithms that contribute to sustain
long-term pro-sociality and to avert out-group conflict.
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